Lindsey Pollak
Career & Workplace Expert
"A deeply knowledgeable & posi ve Speaker"

Lindsey Pollak is a New York Times bestselling author and in-demand speaker who has been hired for nearly two decades by the
top corpora ons, law ﬁrms, universi es, associa ons and conferences. She was named by Thinkers50 as one of the top 30 global
management thinkers whose work is shaping the future of how organisa ons are managed and led.

TOPICS:

IN DETAIL:

Recalculating: Navigate Your Career
and Organisation Through the Changing
World of Work
The Remix: How to Lead and Suceed in
the Multigeneral Workplace
Your Personal Brand: Secrets of Soft
Skill Success and Career Acceleration
Managing Competing Priorities

LANGUAGES:
She presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:
2021 Recalculating
2019 The Remix
2014 Becoming the Boss
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Lindsey is a Cappﬁnity VEE Brand Ambassador and has served as an oﬃcial
ambassador for LinkedIn, a Millennial workplace expert for The Har ord and
chair of Cosmopolitan Magazine's Millennial Advisory Board. In her philanthropic
work, she serves as a board director of FourBlock, a na onal nonproﬁt that
supports veteran career transi on. Her advice and opinions have appeared in
such media outlets as The TODAY Show, The New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal, CNN and NPR. Lindsey is a graduate of Yale University.

WHAT SHE OFFERS YOU:
Lindsey has been researching, wri ng and speaking about genera onal change in
the workplace for more than 15 years. Lindsey’s presenta on help individuals and
organisa ons thrive in the constantly changing world of work.

HOW SHE PRESENTS:
Lindsey shines just as bright virtually as she does in person. Her dynamic
presence coupled with her technical savvy allow her to authen cally connect to
her audience, encourage par cipa on and inspire ac on in a virtual world.

To book call: +44 (0)1628 601 400

Email: hello@speakers.co.uk

Visit: www.speakers.co.uk

